
Small Brief on the project propose for IE+ Architecture Prize Contest:

I propose for the nal project PFC a refurbishment of an old factory building in the riviera of 
Esgueva river in Valladolid, Spain.
The new building will hold offices for the international lm festival SEMINCI as well as a public 
space with a cultural purpose in which  the cinematographic culture will be shown to the 
public in different ways.
To get that i propose a topographic wooden structure that holds plantpots. To get that i propose a topographic wooden structure that holds plantpots. 
This rigid 2dgrid becomes alive once you are inside. making you to perceive this space as a 
changing one, as a CRAFTED FOREST. It is not a real topography, but intentionally 
artificious. “fake”. Thus, we can live a reality that wants to be reality, but we all know 
that is fiction.
Pixel Paradiso.
TheThe magic of cinema can take the 3 dimensions of space into a screen. This 2 dimensions, 
thus, become full of feeling and emotion. So the proposal tries to generate a 3d topography 
while using a rigid grid that plays in two dimensions.
This grid is rigid and static in plan, but once you are inside, it becomes a living place, organic 
and changing.
The view from the offices on the first floor gets visual conection with the central space. 
This is the starting point of the project. 
AA slaab is anchored 0.80m lower than the head of the existing wall so that we can have 
a new floor. 
This way to start a project emphasizes in the imporntace of the existing. It is crucial to 
research on what it does exist to get hints, ways and helpful keys in order to develop a 
good project. 
TheThe remainings of an old building, far from being useless and embodyzing us, 
theybecome the very begining of the project. If the wall didnt exist, we wereńt able to 
hget those auxiliar slabs and then, the project would be entirely different. 
It is truly crucial the old building to exist for us to develop this proposal. 
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